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Nick Hill had a rough upbringing, but along the way he learned to stand up for himself and fight. The

trouble was, he didnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t realize where the real battle lay, or who was in the fightÃ¢â‚¬â€•for

him or against him. As martial-arts-expert Nico the Dragon, he taught others to defend themselves

and starred in movies, playing the tough guy who always came out on top in a fight. Off-screen

though, he was sinking in a pit that seemed to have no bottom. All he wanted to do was die

overdosed on crystal meth. Then the voice that had spoken to him as a child returned, calling him to

make a promise. Today he lives by that promise, devoting his life to saving others from making the

sort of wrong choices that nearly robbed him of his life. Called from the Abyss tells the story of a

man rescued from the brink of death, now devoted to saving others through an amazing gift: The

Spoken Word.
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Nico Hill grew up in a very abusive home which he left at a young age to try and find acceptance

and love. He became a champion fighter, an actor with his own TV series on SPIKE called "BOOM".

None of that removed the pain inside him. He is not here to glorify the past, but to use it to show

others that he acquired the money, the fame, and nothing filled the emptiness he felt. He eventually

turned to a 15 year crystal meth addiction, and just like all the other trappings of the world, it tricked

him, making him feel invincible and masked his pain. But when he came down, the pain was still

there and the affects from the drug was taking his life from him slowly and torturously. The void



inside him was never filled. He had never felt more misery. It was not until one night near death, one

promise, to one GOD, that Nico was pulled from the bottom of the pit. Nico has said if this book can

stop one person from making the same mistakes he did, and to find GOD, then it was worth it.

Nico's story gives us hope God can reach to the lowest level any of us can find ourselves and make

us new !
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